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TAKE
FLIGHT
TWO OF THE GREATEST THINGS
WE CAN GIVE OUR CHILDREN
ARE ROOTS & WINGS

CLACKAMAS PARENTING TOGETHER

NEW CLASSES STARTING THIS MONTH

Incredible Infants
Join other new parents for eight
Wednesday mornings of in
person connection focused on
raising your beautiful baby!

Strengthening
Families

Parents & teens are invited for
11 weekly in person sessions
focused on strengthening
relationships and building
strong families.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE.

Mindfulness
Matters!

Join other parents of tweens 9-14
for an evening workshop focused
on stress management and the
power of being mindful.
CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

April Is Child Abuse Prevention Month
Each year we celebrate you, the amazing
parents, who participate in our programs
and honor your dedication to providing
your children happy, healthy
& safe childhoods!

WE ARE TALKING SAFETY
THIS APRIL
Research tells us that 1 in 10 children are sexually
abused before the age of 18. These workshops are
geared towards caring adults who want to help protect
children and minimize opportunities for abuse to
occur. Click the date for more info and to register.
TUES. April 12th @ 7:30pm: Talking With Children
About Safety from Sexual Abuse
WED. April 20th @ 6:30pm: Stewards of Children
THURS. April 21st @ 7:00pm: Understanding
Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Youth

BEDTIME WOES?
YOU'RE NOT ALONE!
Did the recent time change throw off your nighttime routine? Are you
looking to start some new habits? Our toddlers and preschoolers love to drag
their feet at bedtime and when you are looking forward to some “me time”
this can be very frustrating! Setting calm, firm boundaries that your child can
rely on to be consistent is key, both for bedtimes and middle of the night
wake-ups. Keep in mind that your child’s sleep needs will change over time
(Nap? No nap?) and adjustments might need to be made to their schedule
once or twice a year to keep them sleeping well. Check out the articles below
for some great tips and tricks!
How much sleep does my child actually need?
How do I start a good routine?
Why are they waking up in the middle of the night?

Meet The Parkers!
Kristina and Aaron originally learned about
Clackamas Parenting Together when their son Colin
was two months old. A NICU nurse gave them a flyer
about CPT and the rest is history! Colin will be seven
years old this summer and they have enjoyed so
many of these classes and programs over the years.
Originally, Kristina and Aaron were interested in a
parenting group because they knew there were
things they wanted to do differently than their own
parents did and they wanted to get good
information about other ways to parent. Plus, having
a space to talk to each other and other new parents about different parenting ideas
was a huge benefit too. As Colin has grown over the years, so have Kristina and
Aaron. Keeping in touch with CPT and coming to new and different workshops has
continued to be valuable for their family. During the pandemic, they’ve enjoyed
virtual classes on self-care and growth mindset and it’s been fun to get occasional
kits and activities for Colin in the mail! Kristina says, “There is such power and
resiliency in building a parenting community as you develop your parenting
practice. We are so grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this!”
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My children are 10, 14 and 17. I've been
doing this parent thing for while and have
almost succeeded in getting one of my kids
all the way to adulthood (woohoo!) But, I'll
tell you, something that has been a struggle
for me as a parent of babies, toddlers, big
kids and now teens, is that sometimes, well,
I get upset. I loose my cool and in the heat
of a moment I yell, or slam a door, or
threaten an absolutely unreasonable
punishment for misbehavior. No matter
how hard we try to keep our calm as
parents, everyone gets upset sometimes.
In those heated moments it is so very
important for us as adults to take some
deep breaths, delay the consequences,
practice our own personal time-out, and
find space to respond the way we want to
to misbehaviors rather than just reacting.
It's also important for us to apologize when
we get out of line. This modeling is key to
showing our children how human we are,
and building strong, sincere, compassionate
kids! These are skills I consistently work on
with my children, and if you are feeling like
it might be a valuable tool to have in your
toolbox as well, here are a few useful tips
and tricks to keep in mind:
Restore calm and safety. Take a few deep
breaths. Switch gears emotionally by
finding a more positive thought. Step away.
When you're calm enough, reconnect with
your child.
Apologize after you lose your temper.
Remember that you are role modeling
when you apologize. Resist the natural
impulse to blame others. No child (or adult)
ever deserves to get yelled at.
Find your temper trigger. You can’t
promise yourself that you won’t ever get
upset with your children again. But you can
pay attention to the patterns that bring
excessive anger to the surface and try to
give yourself more support next time
similar situations arise.
Don’t Be Too Hard On Yourself. It’s hard
to control your temper sometimes, and
that’s okay. That’s part of being human. Use
each moment as a learning moment.

If you find yourself angry and yelling more
often than not and want additional support
in emotional regulation for yourself and your
child, please email us. We would love to help
you find a parenting group or class series that
will further address these feelings and help
you and your family feel more calm and
connected more of the time!

